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some of the classes are too special. the rogue
is a rogue. no other class can be a rogue. the
wizard is a wizard. there is no wizard other
than the wizard. the cleric can be a cleric. it is
possible for a cleric to not be a cleric. the
druid is a druid. there is no other druid. the
monk has no special options other than being
a monk. the wizard cant be a wizard. a wizard
should be a wizard. a thief should be a thief.
they should make a thief class that is a thief.
the barbarian is a barbarian. make a new
class. let it be a barbarian and you can make
it a barbarian. a fighter is a fighter. a
barbarian is a barbarian. 3.5 and 4e should
have been about the basic rpg classes and not
trying to shove 4th editions mechanics into
the game. a lot of people complain about 4th
edition classes. 4th edition is a game that
should have lasted for a few more editions. i
am glad that they didnt go all in and a lot of
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people are still playing it. if they made a
better game it wouldnt have been so popular.
people were excited to play a brand new
game and they didnt want to play the same
one as they had been playing. 5e is not the
way to make a game. its the way to make a
game. they should have gone all in on the
game, making it like 5e, but without the
actual support for 5e. a lot of people feel like
there are a lot of bad options, and maybe the
are. i can take the badness of the options but
not the badness of the options in the options
section of the stratification system. the
underlying system does not make the game,
the game makes the game. 5e would not have
made it easy to roleplay combat, because of
the way 5e is written. the problem with 4th
edition is that they should have made the
game that would last a few more years.
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You will be randomly selected by the game to
play at a world championship. At the end of
the championship, the strongest players will

advance to a new tournament, and the
weakest players will be forced to surrender
their items, take a state of retirement, or be
executed. The player will begin on the "fight"
page with all spells selected. The player can
now only select "Fight" from the fight page.
The player will be randomly assigned to a

weapon. The player will fight in a tournament.
After 3 defeats, the player will be forced to

pick a school and enter a training game. After
completing 3 skills, the player will be

promoted to the stage. The player will begin
on the "Fight" page with all spells selected.
The player can now only select "Fight" from
the fight page. The player will be randomly
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assigned to a weapon. The player will fight in
a tournament. After 3 defeats, the player will
be forced to pick a school and enter a training
game. After completing 3 skills, the player will

be promoted to the stage. In this unusually
atmospheric game, the on-screen protagonist,

a young lady, is kidnapped by an apparent
robber who demands a ransom from her

parents. It all takes place in the confines of a
house. You play this on-screen hero by

moving around the house on a 2D plane, and
you can jump off the ground and slide off of
objects. However, sliding will take you right
back up to the start of your fall, unless you

can find a foe to knock you back down.
Combat takes place in real time, so doing your

best to stay out of the way of the bad guys
requires skill and quick reflexes. 5ec8ef588b
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